Zoom cloud recording retention

How long will my recordings remain available in the Zoom cloud?

Zoom will automatically delete each of your cloud recordings and the associated files after 90 days. Zoom automatically sends all cloud recordings to MU Video. Videos then remain in MU Video indefinitely, so you can share your recording from there.

Zoom Cloud Trash

When a Zoom cloud recording is deleted, it moves to the Zoom cloud trash where it remains for 30 days. You may recover a deleted recording from the trash any time before the 30 day period elapses.

After 30 days in the trash, Zoom will delete a cloud recording permanently. Once permanently deleted from the trash, a recording cannot be recovered.

Seven (7) days before it permanently deletes a recording from the trash, Zoom will email you a warning message.

See also:
- Downloading Zoom Recordings to Upload into MU Video
- Zoom Cloud Recordings to MU Video
- Recovering a deleted a Zoom cloud recording